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Abstract: Due to the prevalence of sensors such as security cameras or environmental monitoring, sensor data stream
delivery which means delivering the observed data continuously attracts great attention. For sensor data stream de-
livery, various methods to distribute communication loads in the case of delivering the same sensor data streams to
multiple clients have been studied. Although these methods assume that the sensor data streams have the same data
delivery cycles, data delivery cycles sometimes differ. Hence, we propose a P2P-based method to distribute commu-
nication loads in the case of delivering the sensor data streams that have different data delivery cycles. The proposed
method distributes communication loads by redelivering the sensor data that have the same delivery time but are in-
cluded in different sensor data streams. We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposal in simulations and confirmed
the load distribution in the case of many receivers at the same time.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, various types of applications such as video
delivery and environmental monitoring have been possible, and
therefore, sensor data stream delivery where sensor data are pe-
riodically gained and delivered continuously has been attracting
great attention. As for this sensor data stream delivery, it is pos-
sible for the same sensor data stream to have different delivery
cycles depending on the receivers.

For example, the following deliveries are possible;
• A live video of a solar eclipse is delivered at 30 fps to per-

sonal computer users connected to the Internet through a
wire. On the other hand, the video is delivered at 10 fps to
mobile computer users connected to the Internet through a
3G channel.

• When some computers forecast the future temperature from
the existing temperature data, the delivery cycle to each com-
puter is determined based on the processing speed.

• When the user is continuously checking the amount of rain
to decide the timing to go out in the rainy day, the data are
delivered once per second to a smart phone if it connects to a
power source. On the other hand, the data are delivered once
per minute in order to reduce power consumption if it does
not connect to a power source.

It is general in sensor data stream delivery that sensor data
gained by one sensor is shared by a large number of users. Cur-
rently, various P2P-based techniques for dispersing the communi-
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cation load of the deliverer (source node) have been studied in the
data streaming [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In these
researches, in the case where the same sensor data stream is de-
livered to a number of terminals (destination nodes), the commu-
nication load of the source node is dispersed when the destination
nodes send the received data to other destination nodes. When the
delivery cycle is different, the sensor data stream whose delivery
cycle is a common divisor of the required cycles can be delivered
to all of the destination nodes if the delivery cycles are in a mul-
tiple relationship or can be approximated as having a multiple
relationship. However, the destination nodes receive redundant
data which are not included to the times of each required cycle.

Therefore, the present study proposes a delivery technique ac-
cording to which the communication load is dispersed by tak-
ing the delivery cycle of each destination node into consideration
when sensor data streams having different delivery cycles are de-
livered. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Tackles to a problem of redundant data delivery for the P2P-

based sensor data delivery on clouds where heterogeneous
cycles of requests co-exist, that has never been treated in the
previous studies.

• Proposes a P2P-based delivery algorithm LLF-H, which can
both keep the maximum communication load low and dis-
tributed. It also guarantees the number of hops in the P2P
delivery, thus can keep delivery latency low.

In the following, the problems addressed by the present study
are defined in Section 2. The proposed technique is described in
Section 3, its evaluation is presented in Section 4. We describe
the related work in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion of the study
is presented in Section 6.
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2. Addressed Problems

2.1 Assumed Environment
The purpose of the present study is to disperse the communica-

tion load in the sensor stream deliveries having different delivery
cycles. The source nodes have sensors so as to gain sensor data
periodically. The destination node which wants to receive sensor
data searches for the corresponding source node and requires a
sensor data stream having a delivery cycle that is desired to be
received. Upon reception of the query from the destination node,
the source node determines the delivery path from the sensor data
stream being delivered. The queries are received during delivery,
and whenever a query is received, the delivery path is changed.
The sensor data stream is delivered along the determined path,
and when a destination node sends a sensor data stream to an-
other destination node, a query is received by the destination node
to which the sensor data stream is to be sent. The delivery path
changes whenever the source node receives a query for delivering
a sensor data stream.

2.2 Input Setting
The source node of sensor data is S and N destination nodes

are Di (i = 1, · · · ,N). In addition, the delivery cycle of S is C0

and the delivery cycle required by Di is Ci. The sensor data that
has not been gained by the source node cannot be delivered, and
therefore, Ci is a multiple of C0, which can be represented by
Ci = n jC0 using a certain integer n j (= 1, 2, · · · ).

In Fig. 1, each node indicates a source node and the branches
indicate delivery paths for the sensor data streams. Concretely,
they indicate communication links in an application layer. The
branches are indicated by dotted lines because there is a possi-
bility that the branches may not deliver a sensor data stream de-
pending on the delivery method. The source node S is at the top
and the four destination nodes D1, · · · , D4 (N = 4) are at the bot-
tom. The figure in the vicinity of each destination node indicates
the delivery cycle, and C0 = 1, C1 = 1, C2 = 2, C3 = 2 and
C4 = 3. This corresponds to the case where a live camera ac-
quires an image once every second, and D1 views the image once
every second, D2 and D3 view the image once every two seconds,
and D4 views the image once every three seconds, for example.
Table 1 shows the delivery cycle of each destination node and the
sensor data to be received in the example in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 An example of input setting.

2.3 Objective Function
The communication load of S is L0 and the communication

load of Di is Li. The communication load SL of the entirety of
the system is given by the following equation:

SL =
N∑

i=0

Li (1)

In addition, the following fairness index (FI) is often used as an
index for load dispersion:

FI =

(∑N
i=0 Li

)2

N
∑N

i=0 L2
i

(2)

where 0 ≤ FI ≤ 1, and when FI = 1, L0 = · · · = LN . It is
indicated that the closer FI is to 1, the more the load is dispersed.

Another purpose of the present study is to disperse the com-
munication load to the destination nodes while suppressing the
communication load of the entirety of the system. Therefore, the
objective function is SL and 1 − FI, and the delivery path is de-
termined to make these values minimum. In the present problem,
the received sensor data stream can be sent to another destination
node, and each destination node determines the sensor data to be
sent.

2.4 Definition of Load
The communication load of the source node and the destina-

tion nodes is given as the total of the load due to the reception of
the sensor data stream and the load due to the transmission. The
communication load due to the reception is referred to as the re-
ception load, the reception load of Di is Ii and the reception load
of S is I0. The communication load due to the transmission is
referred to as the transmission load, the transmission load of Di

is Oi and the transmission load of S is O0.
In many cases, the reception load and the transmission load are

proportional to the number of sensor data pieces per unit hour of
the sensor data stream to be sent and received. The number of
pieces of sensor data per unit hour of the sensor data stream that
is to be delivered by Dp to Dq (q � p; p, q = 1, · · · ,N) is R(p, q),
and the number delivered by S to Dq is R(0, q).

In the present study, the load with which one piece of sensor
data can be received and sent per unit hour is normalized to 1,
and the communication load Lr of Dr is given in the following
equations:

Lr = Ir + Or (3)

Ir = α

N∑

i=0

R(i, r) (4)

Or = β

N∑

i=0

R(r, i) (5)

Table 1 An example of the sensor data delivery.

Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ...
D1 (Cycle=1) ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ...
D2 (Cycle=2) ◦ ◦ ◦ ...
D3 (Cycle=2) ◦ ◦ ◦ ...
D4 (Cycle=3) ◦ ◦ ...
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Fig. 2 A case of delivering the sensor data stream directly from the source
node.

where α and β are loads with which one piece of sensor data is
received and sent, respectively.

Figure 2 shows a case where α = β and the sensor data is
delivered directly from the source node in the example in Fig. 1.
The figures in the vicinity of the branches are the number of sen-
sor data pieces per unit hour of the sensor data stream. In this
example, the sensor data stream is delivered only from the server,
and therefore, R(0, q) = 1/Cq and R(p, q) = 0. Thus, R(0, 1) = 1,
R(0, 2) = 1/2, R(0, 3) = 1/2, and R(0, 3) = 1/3. The load at each
end is L0 = R(1, 0)+R(2, 0)+R(3, 0)+R(4, 0)+R(0, 1)+R(0, 2)+
R(0, 3) + R(0, 4) = R(0, 1) + R(0, 2) + R(0, 3) + R(0, 4) = 2.33,
L1 = 1.00, L2 = 0.500, L3 = 0.500, and L4 = 0.333. In this case,
SL = 4.667 and FI = 0.617.

3. Proposed P2P Delivery Method

3.1 Basic Idea
In the present research, the sensor data delivered at the same

time and included in different sensor data streams are redeliv-
ered, and thus, the communication load is dispersed. In the case
of Fig. 1 and Table 1, the delivery cycle at D1 is 1, and all of the
sensor data gained by the sensor are received. The delivery cycle
at D2 and D3 is 2, and the sensor data are received every cycle
of time 2. Likewise, D4 receives sensor data every cycle of time
3, and the sensor data at time 6 is included in all the sensor data
streams having the cycles 1, 2, and 3. As a result, the destina-
tion node having a cycle 2 delivers sensor data at time 6 to the
destination nodes having a cycle 1 or 3, or the destination node
having a cycle 3 delivers sensor data at time 6 to the destination
node having a cycle 1 or 2 so that the sensor data can be redeliv-
ered without direct delivery from the server. In the case where the
server delivers directly, the communication load is concentrated
on the server. As in this example, however, the node that has re-
ceived the sensor data can redeliver it to another node so that the
communication load can be dispersed.

In our assuming environment, the reception load of a long cy-
cle node is lower than the load of a short cycle node. As a sim-
ple method for dispersing the load through redelivery, the method
that the longest cycle node in each time receives from source node
and redeliver to other destination nodes is possible. However, the
transmission loads of the long cycle nodes become higher when
there are many other destination nodes at the same time, and the
loads between the nodes delivered with a medium cycle are un-
balanced. In addition, the delivery path is determined on the basis
of the number of transmissions and receptions of data, and there-

fore, the effects of the load distribution are low in an environment
where the load cannot be simply represented by the number of
transmissions and receptions.

3.2 Approach
In the present research, we propose a P2P-based method which

estimates loads of each nodes and the lowest load node at points
in each time sends the data to another destination node. In the
proposed method, the communication load is dispersed when the
destination nodes of which the assumed load is small sends the
communication load to the sensor data of the same delivery time
that is included in different sensor data streams. In addition, a
value that can be calculated from any model is defined as a load,
for example, α and β are given to the number of transmissions
and receptions of the sensor data as coefficients, in order to deter-
mine the delivery path for the purpose of dispersing various val-
ues. Moreover, the number of hops until each destination node
receives data is important because the number of hops affects the
delay of data delivery. In the proposed method, the maximum
number of hops allowable to receive data is specified, and deliv-
ery paths satisfying the limitation of hops are determined. We
call this proposed method LLF-H (lowest load first considering
hops).

The load is estimated and the delivery path is determined be-
fore the start of delivery, and the following contents are delivered
to each destination node after the delivery path has been deter-
mined. The contents are about the sensor data sent and received
by each destination node at each point in time, and each desti-
nation node sends the received sensor data to another destination
node according to the timetable. In the timetable, the time is set
as the least common multiple of the delivery cycles of all the des-
tination nodes after time 1. After that, the time returns to time 1
and transmissions following the timetable are repeated.

In order to generate the timetable, the amount of calculation
becomes enormous due to a large number of combinations, and
therefore, in the LLF-H method, a restriction is set so that the sen-
sor data stream is sent from a node having a longer cycle to a node
having a shorter cycle. As a result of this restriction, the source
node first sends the sensor data stream to the destination node
having the longest cycle at each time. Likewise, the destination
node having the longest cycle at each time sends the sensor data
stream to the destination node having the second longest cycle.
From the above description, the following loads can be assumed
on the basis of the delivery cycles of the destination nodes so as to
be used for the preparation of the timetable of the delivery path.
• Reception load within the least common multiple cycle of

each destination node
• Transmission load from the source node to the destination

node having the longest cycle at each time
• Transmission load from the destination node having the

longest cycle to the destination node having the second
longest cycle

3.3 Load Estimation and Delivery Path Determination
On the basis of the approach in Section 3.2, the delivery pro-

cedure in the LLF-H method is described below. Figure 3 shows
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� �
Require:

cycles: Arrangement of Delivery Cycles of the Nodes Sorted in Ascend-
ing Order (cycle of source node is −1 and at index 0)
allowableHopCount: Allowable Maximum Number of Hops

1: loads; // Arrangement of loads of each node in cycles
2: hopCounts; // Arrangement of the number of hops until each node in

cycles receives data
3: cycLcm ← calculateLCM(cycles); // The least common multiple of the

delivery cycles of the destination nodes is calculated
4: for i← 1 to cycles.length do
5: loads[i] ← α ∗ cycLcm/cycles[i]; // The reception load of each desti-

nation node is calculated
6: end for
7: for i← 1 to cycLcm do
8: longNode1st ← getLongestNodeIndex(cycles, i); // The index of desti-

nation node having the longest cycle at time i is picked
9: if longNode1st � 0 then

10: requestToSend(0, longNode1st, i); // Delivery path from the source
node to the destination node having the longest cycle node

11: loads[0] ← loads[0] + β; // The transmission load is added to the
source node

12: end if
13: longNode2nd ← get2ndLongestNodeIndex(cycles, i); // The index of

destination node having the second longest cycle at time i is picked
14: if longNode2nd � longNode1st then
15: requestToSend(longNode1st, longNode2nd, i); // Delivery path

from the destination node having the longest cycle to the destina-
tion node having the second longest cycle

16: loads[longNode1st] ← loads[longNode1st] + β; // The transmis-
sion load is added to the destination node having the longest cycle

17: end if
18: end for
19: for i← 1 to cycLcm do
20: hopCounts[0]← 0; // Set 0 to the number of hops of the source node
21: longNode1st ← getLongestNodeIndex(cycles, i);
22: hopCounts[longNode1st]← hopCounts[0] + 1; // Set 1 to the number

of hops of the longest cycle node
23: longNode2nd ← get2ndLongestNodeIndex(cycles, i);
24: hopCounts[longNode2nd]← hopCounts[longNode1st]+1; // Set 2 to

the number of hops of the second longest cycle node
25: for j← longNode2nd − 1 to 1 do
26: if i mod cycles[ j] = 0 then
27: minNode← longNode1st;
28: minLoad ← loads[minNode];
29: for k ← longNode2nd to j + 1 do
30: tmpLoad ← loads[k];
31: if i mod cycles[k] = 0

and hopCounts[k] < allowableHopCount
and tmpLoad < minLoad then

32: minLoad ← tmpLoad;
33: minNode← k;
34: end if
35: end for
36: requestToSend(minNode, j, i); // Delivery path from the desti-

nation node having the minimum load to Dj at time i
37: loads[minNode] ← loads[minNode] + β; // The transmission

load is added to the destination node having the minimum load
38: hopCounts[ j] ← hopCounts[minNode] + 1; // Set the number

of hops from the lowest load node
39: end if
40: end for
41: end for

� �
Fig. 3 Pseudocode for load estimation and delivery path determination.

the algorithm of the load estimation and the determination of the
delivery paths. In the present paper, the example in Fig. 1 and Ta-
ble 1 is used. The transmission and reception load per sensor data
piece is α = β = 1 and the maximum number of hops allowable
in LLF-H is 3.

First, the delivery cycles of the destination nodes D1, D2, D3

and D4 are C1 = 1, C2 = 2, C3 = 2 and C4 = 3, respectively, and
therefore, the least common multiple is 6. In this case, accord-
ing to the LLF-H method, the delivery path of the sensor data is
determined at each time from time 1 to time 6. Therefore, each

Fig. 4 Delivery paths determined by delivery cycles.

destination node finds the product of the number of received sen-
sor data pieces and the reception load α per sensor data piece as
the reception load from time 1 to time 6. This process is described
from line 4 to line 6 of Fig. 3. The number of received sensor data
pieces on each destination node is calculated by dividing the least
common multiple by the delivery. For example, the number of
reception data pieces of D2 with a cycle of 2 is 6/2 = 3. After
calculating the reception load of each destination node, the trans-
mission load from the source node to the destination node having
the longest cycle is added. This process is described from line 8
to line 12 of Fig. 3. In addition, the transmission load from the
destination node having the longest cycle to the destination node
having the second longest cycle at each time is added. This pro-
cess is described from line 13 to line 17 of Fig. 3. described in
the line 16 of Fig. 3. The transmission load is the product of the
number of sent sensor data pieces and the transmission load β per
sensor data piece. Figure 4 shows the delivery path that has been
determined at this stage, until the line 18 of Fig. 3. The figures
in the small circles in the vicinity of the delivery path in Fig. 4
indicate the sensor data at that time.

Next, the destination node that receives the sensor data at each
time is picked, and a selection is made from combinations of
a number of delivery paths so that the destination node having
the smallest load sends the sensor data. According to the LLF-H
method, the load estimation and the delivery path determination
at the respective times are carried out in ascending order from the
earlier time, described at line 19 of Fig. 3. In addition, the desti-
nation nodes at the respective times are picked in descending or-
der from the destination node having the longer cycle, described
at line 25 of Fig. 3. In the flow after Fig. 4, first, the delivery
path to D1 at time 1 has already been determined. Therefore,
the procedure moves to the case at time 2, and thus, the delivery
path to D1 is first determined because the delivery path to D3, D2

have already been determined. Figure 5 shows an example of the
selection of a delivery path to D2 in the case at time 6. In the
example in Fig. 5, D3 and D4 can send the sensor data to D2 at
time 6 as indicated by the broken arrows. The loads of D3 and D4

at this point in time are L3 = 5/6 and L4 = 4/6. Therefore, the
delivery path from D4 having the smaller load is selected. The
initial state to search the minimum load node is the longest cy-
cle node because the longer cycle node tends to have a low load.
This process is described from line 27 to line 35 of Fig. 3. After
selecting the destination node to send, the delivery path is added
to the timetable, described at line 36 of Fig. 3. Even if the deliv-
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Fig. 5 Delivery path determination for D2 at 6.

Fig. 6 Timetable for sensor data delivery.

ery path to the sender node has not been added at this moment,
the path from the sender node is added because all delivery paths
are finally added. This determination is reflected in the load of
D4, and the procedure moves to the selection of the next desti-
nation node or the delivery path at that time. Finally, the path to
the destination node having the shortest cycle at the time of the
least common multiple is determined, and then the procedure is
complete. In the example in Fig. 4, at the point in time when the
delivery path to D1 is determined at time 6, the procedure is com-
plete. Figure 6 shows the final timetable in the example in Fig. 5.
The solid arrows in Fig. 6 are paths that have been determined
by the delivery cycle of each destination node, and the broken
arrows are paths selected through the load estimation. In Fig. 6,
SL = 4.667, FI = 0.992.

4. Evaluation

In this paper, we evaluated the proposed LLF-H method in Sec-
tion 3 by simulation.

4.1 Simulation Environment
The number of nodes N is 21, 22, · · · , 210, and 1 source node is

included to the nodes. The measurement of the simulation is car-
ried out for each value. As for the delivery cycle Ci of each des-
tination node without any source node, a random delivery cycle
from 1 to 10 is given. The maximum number of hops allowable in
the LLF-H is log2 N because many overlay network construction
techniques mention.

According to the existing techniques, sensor data streams
having different delivery cycles are delivered as different data
streams, and therefore, sensor data is directly delivered from the
server. These existing techniques are collectively referred to as
Fig. 2. Even if some nodes have the same cycle, the source node
sends to other nodes directly. We call these techniques SD (source
direct) method and compared with the LLF-H method.

Fig. 7 An example of the LCF method.

In addition, we compared with the approach described in Sec-
tion 4.1, the longest cycle node in each time receives the sen-
sor data from the source node and redelivers to other destination
nodes. When some nodes have the same longest cycle, a specific
node of them sends to other nodes. We call this technique LCF
(longest cycle first) method. Figure 7 shows a case by the LCF
method in the same example. In the case by the LCF method,
SL = 4.667 and FI = 0.992, and thus, the load is dispersed with-
out changing the load of the entirety of the system as compared
to the case of Fig. 2 described in Section 3.3. However, a destina-
tion node having a small load due to reception during a long cycle
sends many sensor data streams to another destination node, and
therefore, there is a possibility of the transmission load of the des-
tination node with a long cycle increasing in the case where there
are many destination nodes at the same time. In addition, the
delivery path is determined on the basis of the number of trans-
missions and receptions of data, and therefore, the effects of the
load distribution are low in an environment where the load can-
not be simply represented by the number of transmissions and
receptions, for example, α � β.

Moreover, in order to confirm an influence by guaranteeing the
maximum number of hops in the LLF-H method, we compared
an approach based on load estimation like the LLF-H method but
not considering hops. We call this technique the LLF (lowest load
first) method. The LLF method is an algorithm that is removed
elements related hops from the algorithm of LLF-H method de-
scribed in Fig. 3.

In this simulation, each method is tried twenty times with the
respective numbers of nodes, and the average value of the results
is calculated.

4.2 Total System Loads
In the case where the transmission and reception loads per data

piece as described in Section 2.4 are α = β = 1, Fig. 8 shows
the communication load SL of the entirety of the system. The
longitudinal axis is the communication load of the entirety of the
system, and the lateral axis is the number of destination nodes. In
the present simulation, a data set is prepared with the cycle and
the order at random, and a terminal having each delivery cycle
is added in order. The simulation results are the communication
load at the point in time for the number of terminals indicated
by the lateral axis, and the greater the number of terminals, the
higher the communication load of the entirety of the system.

According to the SD method, the source node directly delivers
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Fig. 8 Total system loads by the number of nodes.

Fig. 9 Loads for source node by the number of nodes.

the sensor data stream, and therefore, there is no redundant trans-
mission or reception of data, and thus, the communication load of
the entirety of the system has a minimum value. As can be seen
from Fig. 8, the loads of the entirety of the system respectively in
the LCF, LLF, LLF-H method are equal to that in the SD method.
This is because there is no redundant communication load, for ex-
ample, the same sensor data are received from some nodes. The
value of the load is the same as in the SD method having the min-
imum value, and therefore, it can be seen that the communication
load in the LLF-H method is also kept to a minimum.

4.3 Loads for Source Node
In the case where the transmission and reception loads per data

piece are α = β = 1 as in the previous section, Fig. 9 shows the
communication loads for the source node. The longitudinal axis
is the communication load of the source node and the lateral axis
indicates the number of nodes.

In the SD method, the source node delivers directly, and there-
fore, the load on the source node is increased by the number of
destination nodes. Meanwhile, the destination nodes redeliver in
the other methods, and therefore, the influence of the number of
destination nodes is small.

4.4 Load Distribution
In the case where the transmission and reception loads per data

Fig. 10 Load distribution by the number of nodes.

Fig. 11 Load distribution by log2

α

β
.

piece are α = β = 1 as in the previous section, the load dispersion
to the destination nodes is shown below.

First, Fig. 10 shows the results where the longitudinal axis is
FI and the lateral axis is the number of destination nodes.

In Fig. 10, the greater the number of destination nodes, the
smaller the Fairness Index and the more the loads are unbalanced.
This is because the greater the number of destination nodes, the
longer the longest delivery cycle and the greater the difference in
the delivery cycle. In the LLF and LLF-H method, the communi-
cation load can be dispersed more than in the LCF method, and in
particular, the difference is significant in an environment having
a great number of destination nodes. This is because in the LLF
and LLF-H method, the destination node having the smallest load
at a point in time sends the sensor data stream to another destina-
tion node so that the load can be equalized. Meanwhile, in the SD
method, the load is concentrated in the source node. In the LCF
method, the load concentrates in a destination node having a long
cycle when there are many destination nodes at the same time.

Figure 11 shows the FI in the case where the transmission and
reception loads per data piece α and β as described in Section 2.4
vary. The lateral axis indicates a logarithm of α/β as the ratio of
α and β, and in the case where the lateral axis is −2, for example,
α/β = 2−2 = 1/4, which means the load for receiving one piece
of data is 1/4 of the load sending that the one piece of data. In the
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Fig. 12 Load distribution by the number of allowable number of hops.

present simulation, there is one source node and 210 = 1024 des-
tination nodes. In addition, the delivery cycle of each destination
node is determined at random between 1 and 10, and the results
of ten trials are averaged.

As can be seen in Fig. 11, in the present simulation envi-
ronment, the FI in each technique converges to approximately
0.6 when the reception load α per data piece is maximum and
log2 α/β is great. This is because the number of reception data
pieces and the reception load in each destination node are not dif-
ferent between the respective techniques, and the effects due to
the difference in the number of transmission data pieces between
the respective techniques are relatively small when the reception
load per data piece α is maximum. Meanwhile, the load of the
destination node protrudes, which lowers the FI when the trans-
mission load per data piece β is maximum and log2 α/β is small,
and thus, the effects due to the other destination nodes are small.
In reality, it is possible for the ratio of the reception and trans-
mission loads to be approximately 2 at the greatest. In a range of
−1 ≤ log2 α/β ≤ 1 where the ratio is 2, the FI is the greatest in
the LLF and LLF-H method where it can be seen that the load is
dispersed.

Figure 12 shows the FI by the allowable number of hops. The
lateral axis is the maximum number of hops which is allowable in
the LLF-H method. In this simulation, the allowable number of
hops is changed from 1 to 10. The number of nodes is 210 = 1024.

As can be seen in Fig. 12, the LLF-H method achieves approx-
imate FI with the LLF method when the allowable number of
hops is 7. In the cases of less hops than 7, the FI drops. In this
simulation, the number of nodes is 210 and the number of hops
mentioned in many overlay network construction techniques is
log2 210 = 10. Thus, the LLF-H seems to achieve the valid num-
ber of hops with approximate FI by the LLF method.

4.5 The Number of Hops
Figure 13 shows the number of hops until each node receives

data at the time of the lowest common multiple of delivery cycles.
All nodes receive data at the time of the lowest common multiple.
In this simulation, the number of nodes is 26 = 64 and delivery
cycle of each node is determined at random between 1 to 10. The
lateral axis shows each node as ID 0 ∼ 63. The longitudinal axis

Fig. 13 The number of hops on each node.

is the number of hops until each node receives data at the time of
the lowest common multiple. The node IDs in the lateral axis are
sorted from the shorter cycle node. The node with ID = 0 is the
source node. In this simulation, the allowable number of hops in
the LLF-H is 6.

As can be seen in Fig. 13, the number of hops of the source
node (ID = 0) is always 0 in all methods. The number of hops of
the longest cycle node at the time of the lowest common multi-
ple (ID = 63) is 1 in all methods. In the SD method, the source
node delivers to all destination nodes. The numbers of hops of
the nodes without the source node are 1. In the LCF method, the
longest cycle node (ID = 63) sends to all destination nodes. The
numbers of hops of the nodes without the source node (ID = 0)
and the longest cycle node (ID = 63) are 2. In the LLF method,
the delivery paths are constructed without considering the number
of hops and the maximum number of hops is 18. In this simula-
tion, the number of nodes is 26 and the number of hops seems
large comparing with log2 n = log2 26 = 6. Since the number of
hops is increased by the number of nodes, the number of hops in
the LLF method is large and a delivery delay happens. On the
other hand, in the LLF-H method, another low load node sends
data if the number of hops seems over the specified number 6.
Thus, the number of hops of each node is less than 6.

4.6 Communication Loads of Each Node
Figure 14 shows the communication loads of the source node

and the destination nodes in the case where the number of destina-
tion nodes is ten and the cycles are 1, 2, · · · , 16. The longitudinal
axis is the communication load of each node, and the lateral axis
indicates the ID of nodes where the ID of the source node is 0.
The transmission and reception loads per data piece are α = β = 1
as in the previous section.

In the SD method, the source node directly delivers the sensor
data stream, and therefore, the load concentrates on the source
node of which the ID is 0. The existing P2P techniques described
in Section 1 perform like the SD method in this environment
where there are no same cycles in destination nodes. Thus, the
load extremely concentrates on the source node in the existing
P2P techniques. In the LCF method, destination nodes having a
long cycle send the sensor data stream with priority, and therefore
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Fig. 14 Communication loads of each node.

have a load greater than that of the destination nodes of which the
cycle is close to the median. Meanwhile, in the LLF and LLF-
H method, loads can be equalized between the destination nodes
having a delivery cycle at a certain level or higher as compared to
the LCF method.

5. Related Work

Various techniques for dispersing the communication load in
the delivery of streams have been studied.

A P2P stream delivery technique according to which a stream
is delivered using a P2P technology for sending and receiving
data between terminals having no servers in between has been
proposed in order to disperse the communication load among the
terminals [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. The P2P stream delivery tech-
nique is divided into a pull type technique and a push type tech-
nique. In a pull type technique, such as PPLive *1, DONet [1],
and SopCast *2, the reception terminal that receives data requests
data from another terminal and acquires it. Though communi-
cation is carried out in order for the reception terminal to find a
terminal that has data that has not yet been received by the re-
ception terminal, no such redundant communication whereby the
data that has already been received by the reception terminal is
again requested is carried out. In a push type technique, such as
AnySee, data is sent from the transmission terminal that sends
data to another terminal [2]. Though the communication is car-
ried out in order for the transmission terminal to find a terminal
that has not yet received data received by the transmission termi-
nal, no such redundant communication is carried out whereby the
data that has already been received by the reception terminal is
distributed again. A technique where a pull type and a push type
are combined, such as PRIME, has been proposed [3].

In P2P stream delivery techniques, a case where the same data
stream is delivered to a number of terminals is assumed. In the de-
livery of the sensor data streams, however, there are cases where
a data stream of the same sensor having different delivery cycles
is delivered. In this case, sensor data streams having different
delivery cycles are delivered as different data streams. Thus, as
described in the evaluation of Section 4.6 or like Section 4.3, the
communication load on the source node cannot be efficiently dis-

*1 http://www.pplive.com/
*2 http://www.sopcast.com/

persed.
Several techniques for preventing the communication load

from being concentrated on a particular terminal by construct-
ing a data delivery path, which is referred to as a multicast tree,
in advance so that a data stream is delivered have been pro-
posed [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In the ZIGZAG method, a mul-
ticast tree is constructed by clusters that are collections of ter-
minals [7]. The number of clusters included in each depth of a
multicast tree is made the same, and thus, the load is dispersed.
Multicast trees are constructed only of information gained in the
application layer, and it is not necessary to understand the physi-
cal network structure.

In the MSMT/MBST method, the communication load can be
prevented from concentrating on a particular terminal as com-
pared to ZIGZAG by taking the communication delay between
terminals into consideration in the case where the physical net-
work structure can be understood [8]. The implementability of
the MSMT/MBST method was poor because it is necessary to
understand all the network structures between the terminals con-
cerning stream delivery. In LAC (locality aware clustering), a
load dispersion higher than that in ZIGZAG is achieved by taking
into consideration the communication delay between only some
terminals, though the physical network structure cannot be under-
stood [9].

In the case where sensor data streams have different delivery
cycles as in the above-described P2P stream delivery technique,
sensor data streams having different delivery cycles are delivered
as different data streams. Thus, described in the evaluation of
Section 4.6 or like Section 4.3, the communication load on the
source node cannot be efficiently dispersed.

6. Conclusion

The present study has proposed the LLF-H method according
to which the communication load is dispersed in a P2P model in
the case where sensor data streams having different delivery cy-
cles are delivered. In the proposed method, sensor data delivered
at the same time and included in different sensor data streams is
redelivered so that the communication load is dispersed. In addi-
tion, the number of hops to destination nodes is guaranteed. As
a result of the evaluation, we confirmed that the communication
load on the entirety of the system could be dispersed to the re-
spective terminals satisfying a limitation for the number of hops.

In the future, we will study a technique to disperse the commu-
nication load by relay nodes when there are a number of source
nodes. In addition, a determined delivery path in the proposed
method is updated when the state of nodes changes. Therefore,
we will study a technique to reduce an influence in an environ-
ment where the state of nodes changes frequently.
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